Citation and Reference Examples for NUR 3805

#1: Example of Nursing Organization

Name of Organization. (date or n.d. if no date is listed). *Title of material in italics.* Retrieved from 

http://websitedetails


Note: The 1st word, 1st word after a colon or dash, and proper nouns are capitalized in the title of material.

#2: Example When Multiple Sections of Same Website With Same Date Used*

Name of Organization. (date a, b, c, etc.). *Title of material in italics.* Retrieved from 

http://websitedetails4thatsection


Note: Alphabetize by section title and identify by using “a, b, c, etc.”. See APA, pp. 178, 182. This is how to handle websites used multiple times that have same date. In the text, you refer to as 2011a, 2011b, etc. In the reference list, they are alphabetized as my examples are.

#3: Example of Chapter Citation From Text


Note: list the chapter author, not the editors (Creasia & Friberg) unless they are also the authors of the chapter.

#4: Example of Journal

Author(s) with initials only. (date—year, Month, date). *Title of article.* *Title of Journal, vol*(no), pp-pp.

#5: FITNE Citation for Theorists

If you utilize the FITNE site to access video interviews with or about nursing theorists, here are the standardized in-text and reference page citations approved by the BSN faculty and librarians.

The example uses Myra Levine’s video.

**In the text:**

The model on conservation (FITNE, n.d.) includes….

**On the reference page:**


#6: Example of a Non-government, Non-educational, Non-organizational Website

**In the text:**

Betty Neuman’s systems model is …(Current Nursing, 2012).

**On the reference page:**


#7: Removing Hyperlinks

To remove hyperlink so it is not underlined, nor blue: Right click over it. You should see an option to remove hyperlink. Click and underline and blue font should disappear.

Notes:

- Capitalize the following in references:
  - Internet material, book, chapter or article title only the 1st word, 1st word after a colon or dash and proper nouns
  - Major words in journal titles, e.g., *American Journal of Nursing*

- **Italicize the following:**
  - Internet material titles
  - Journal titles
  - Book, dictionary, encyclopedia titles
  - Volume numbers

- **Page numbers are inclusive from beginning to end.**
  - For chapters and newspapers, use pp. before the page numbers
  - For journals, do NOT precede page numbers with pp.

---
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